
 

US reaps $41 bn in wireless spectrum auction
(Update)
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The Federal Communications Commission has raised $44.89 bn fro an auction
of wireless spectrum amid amid huge demand for capacity to meet the needs to
people using smartphones, tablets and other devices

 The US government is getting more than $41 billion from an auction of
wireless spectrum, highlighting surging demand for new devices that
connect to the Internet, officials said Friday.

The Federal Communications Commission, which revised down its
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estimate from $45 billion, said the auction that ended Thursday raised
the highest amount ever for this type of sale and would improve wireless
access countrywide.

The auction comes amid huge demand for spectrum to meet the needs of
people using smartphones, tablets and—increasingly—other devices that
connect to the Internet such as cars, refrigerators and wearable gadgets.

The move adds 65 megahertz of spectrum to "improve wireless
connectivity across the country and accelerate the mobile revolution that
is driving economic growth and improving the lives of the American
people," FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler said.

"The results of this auction confirm the strong market demand for more
spectrum."

In a document listing the winning bidders, the FCC said AT&T won bids
totaling $18.2 billion and Verizon $10.4 billion. T-Mobile bid
successfully for $1.8 billion.

AT&T said the new spectrum will allow its wireless service to cover 96
percent of the US population with "high-value contiguous" spectrum.

"Growth in our customers' mobile data usage continues to explode,
driven by mobile video traffic," said John Stankey, chief strategy officer
at AT&T.

"This spectrum investment will be critical to AT&T staying ahead of
customer demand and facilitate the next generation of mobile video
entertainment."

Satellite broadcaster Dish Network, which placed bids through affiliates,
won nearly $10 billion in bids.
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The FCC said $20 billion from the auction would go towards reducing
the federal deficit.

The auction "is only the first step to unlock more mobile investment and
benefits," CTIA Wireless Association president Meredith Attwell Baker
said.

She noted that wireless companies would begin investing in fifth-
generation networks for improved communications for mobile devices.

Consumer Electronics Association president Gary Shapiro said that with
demand surging for mobile broadband, the FCC should "help expand
access to even more licensed and unlicensed spectrum."

But Harold Feld at the consumer activist group Public Knowledge said
the results showed a lack of true competition in the wireless market.

"Instead of celebrating this as a big win, we need to recognize this for
what it is—proof that without aggressive action rules to promote
competition, the biggest carriers will spend whatever it takes to keep
their spectrum dominance," Feld said.
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